But after it all was over it took some time longer to get permission to
leave the State. Some other kink in the endless coil of law in which we
were now entangled. I forgot what kink or what coil of what law but the
State was Minnesota.
The Thayers and Devines had been most kind. Cleaver put me up at
his club. Both families were at the jail early to see Olgivanna and took the
children for an airing. I don't know how they ever got them out. Brown
must have been having his photograph taken. Cleaver was fine all the
time. He coined a phrase that pleased him enormously. 'From Who's Who
to the Hoosegow.'
His father signed our bail bond and another flood of publicity had gone
over the dam.
While marking time in Minneapolis awaiting the swell young Prose-
cuting Attorney's permission to leave the State a demand came from the
bank to 'pay up'.
A little surprised I wrote the bank reminding them of the circumstances
of their mortgage. No reply to this. The circumstances were unfit for
record or publication, so it seems. Only another technicality out of line
with other technicalities, that's all. The classification is minute and the
differentiation arbitrary but the consequences are often amazing. Maybe
my situation, in view of this Federal action, looked bad to the bank. The
bank soon threatened foreclosure and insisted upon the immediate sale of
the print collection I had placed in New York in Mitchell Kennedy's hands
to be, sometime, sold! It was a bad time to sell. But the bank insisted on
sale. The block of rare prints was therefore disastrously sold for $42,000.
And Kennerly took a 'commission' of nearly thirty-five per cent, which
didn't help very much. I had understood it would be only fifteen at most.
When you fall into the rut I was now in you went down the line while
you lasted or there was anything on you to get.
During the months that followed the Minneapolis debacle in the
northern 'Baptist Belt', we were in New York. My sister Maginel took us in.
We had some respite because my little sister and her home are charming.
She did everything in her power—and she is resourceful—to mitigate the
desperation of our circumstances. And we were together—to fight it all.
But the resources of the ultra-legal publicity persecution were by no
means exhausted. A deportation story got into the papers. And 'they' were
now after Olgivanna. She was formally arrested by immigration officials
at the door to my sister's home and I gave a Liberty Bond—the last one—
to be posted for bail.
This latest aggression added to our other woes was a cup too full. My
sense of humour began to fade. The immigration service is notoriously
cruel, almost never kind. It too is a merciless machine with minor
officials for cogs.
So is a bank a machine. The bank, now stirred again to action by all this
iinpending disaster, pressed harder and harder for money. I had nothing
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